
Preparing for your  
shadow coaching session with Bo Snyder
What physicians can expect from their experience

Are you looking forward to our shadow coaching session? I hope you are, but I know many clients  

are at least a little apprehensive. 

The vast majority of my physician clients enjoy our time together. We have fun! The goal is to help you 

become better in the eyes of your patients. I’ve coached many doctors who’ve become patient satisfaction 

superstars. That’s the big goal.

The specific goal of our session together will be to identify your strengths when interacting with patients  

as well as a few of the most important things you can work on to increase their satisfaction with you. 

What to Expect

Your work day will be minimally impacted by my presence. You’ll see your patients, do your charting, 

make your phone calls, and do all the other things you need to do.

The one thing you’ll have to do differently is introduce me to each patient. I suggest something like this:

“This is Mr. Snyder. He’s shadowing me today.”

At this point, I’ll say “hello” and offer a handshake if it seems appropriate. The patient will typically smile 

and say “hello.”

I then melt into the background and observe.

Occasionally, a patient will ask, “Is he a doctor, too?” If this happens, I’ll reply, “I’m not a doctor. I’m Dr. X’s 

coach. I observe him working with his patients and give him advice on how he can get even better. He’s 

very serious about doing the best possible job.”  (Patients are usually very surprised and impressed by this.)

If a patient shows any hesitation (which almost never happens) I’ll excuse myself from the room. If a patient 

is very sick or otherwise agitated, I probably won’t enter the room in the first place. 

Between patient visits I record my notes. My clients and I occasionally exchange a few thoughts at this 

point, but I’ll be very conscious of not interfering with your work flow.

When you can take a break (or at the end of your work day) we’ll review the day. We’ll decide together 

what your greatest strengths are, and we’ll identify a couple of your most impactful opportunities and how 

to go about addressing them.

Later, you’ll receive a written summary of my observations and our follow up conversation.

If you have any questions or concerns prior to our time together, feel free to get in touch:

Bo@BoSnyderConsulting.com 

(269) 276-9343

I look forward to meeting you!                                    
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